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Abstract—We demonstrate a fully independent differentialdrive capable of traveling-wave modulator in silicon using slowwave transmission line electrode. The reported 3.5-mm device
achieves a bandwidth of 27 GHz at −1 V bias with 7.8-V small
signal Vπ and 50-Ω impedance. Raising the impedance to this extent requires effectively expanding the RF mode size and radically
changes the RF phase velocity, but we show that this can be done
with minimal crosstalk effects between the two arms and overall
velocity mismatch, and thus, with a high EO bandwidth achieved.
40-Gb/s operation is demonstrated with 1.6-Vp p differential-drive,
and performance comparisons to Lithium Niobate modulators are
made.
Index Terms—Integrated optics devices, integrated optoelectronic circuits, modulators.

I. INTRODUCTION
IGH-SPEED modulators are key building blocks in
silicon photonics [1]. Traveling-wave Mach–Zehnder
(TWMZ) modulators are often deployed in practical systems
[2] because they offer several key properties, such as thermal
insensitivity and high robustness against fabrication variations.
Proper RF design is critical to achieve good performance on
TWMZ devices. With typical silicon p-n junctions and waveguide geometries of the phase shifter, 50 Ω device impedance is
usually challenging to achieve due to the high junction capacitance per unit length; instead, TWMZ is often implemented at
lower impedances (near 30 Ω for instance) [3]–[6]. In addition to
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creating reflections to driving circuitries, low device impedance
incurs bandwidth penalty when terminated with standard 50 Ω
impedance [7], [8]. This design difficulty is worsened when the
modulator designs employ more advanced p-n junctions that offer improved Vπ L but often at the cost of high capacitance [9],
[10]. Another key aspect of the RF design is the RF cross-talk
effect in multi-conductor TWMZ devices due to the excitation
and coupling of multiple RF modes, as has been discussed by [4]
and [11] in particular. It is indeed a bandwidth-limiting effect
as evidenced by the dips in the EO or RF S21 in several results
[4]–[6], [12]–[14].
In this paper we demonstrate a differential-drive TWMZ modulator using slow-wave electrodes. The slow-wave electrode design significantly increases the achievable inductance per unit
length, thus effectively raise the device impedance. The core aspect of a slow-wave TWMZ design is pulling the current paths
farther apart laterally from each other in order to raise the transmission line inductance. This raises device impedance, but can
potentially raise ohmic losses as well as expanding the size of
the RF mode. In particular, the expanded RF mode then more
readily exhibits long-range interference, and directional coupling between the two arms, leading to potentially destructive
cross-talk within the modulator.
Slow-wave electrode designs have been used in III-V compound modulators [15], [16], though in these cases were used
primarily to achieve velocity matching between RF and optical wave. In the silicon system, this type of design has only
been explored by Merget et al. [11] and Chen et al. [17]. In
[17], the modulator uses a single-drive push-pull configuration.
The back-to-back p-n junction configuration reduces capacitance loading in half but also reduces the voltage dropped on
each arm by the same factor, therefore this configuration incurs higher drive voltage compared to differential-drive. In [11],
the GSSG structure supports three RF modes. The authors addressed the cross-talk challenge by utilizing a RF common-mode
drive configuration in which only one RF mode was selectively
excited.
Our device operates with a GSGSG configuration, as shown
in Fig. 3. The design ensures true single-RF mode operation
by laterally connecting ground traces together using lower level
metal layer (Metal1), and the single-RF mode operation is verified experimentally by differential mode and single-ended mode
S-parameter measurement. The RF loss associated with slowwave electrode is maintained to be a small portion compared to
the overall RF loss of the device and therefore is not a limiting
factor of device bandwidth. A large G patch in the center of the
device enables isolation between the two arms to be achieved,
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Fig. 1. (a) Coplanar strip transmission line. (b) Slow-wave transmission line.
(c) Simplified equivalent circuit model of p-n junction loaded transmission line
electrode. (d) Simplified cross sectional diagram of the phase shifter, not to
scale.
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Fig. 3. (a) Fabricated device under probed testing: GSGSG probe on the right
is for driving, and GSGSG probe on the left is for providing 50-Ω termination
to each device arm, and (b) microphotograph of a section of the device, mainly
top metal (Metal2) is visible. Inset (not-to-scale): details near a ground-plane
lateral connection (G-tie) and the optical delay loop for re-aligning optical and
RF phase.

The 3.5-mm device we report shows an EO 3-dB bandwidth
of 21.5 GHz at 0 V bias and 27 GHz at −1 V bias. Both numbers match closely to RF S21 6.4-dB bandwidths, suggesting
little RF reflection, cross-talk or other detrimental RF effects
are occurring [18]. The RF reflection (S11) is better than −
18 dB within the 3-dB bandwidth under both bias voltages.
5.5 V voltage on each arm differentially achieves a π phase shift
(i.e. full extinction). Between −1 and 0 V the small-signal Vπ is
7.8 V, which is useful metric to estimate phase shift and extinction at low drive voltages. 40 Gb/s error-free operation is demonstrated with a power-efficient 1.6 Vpp differential-drive. When
driving the device with 4.8 Vpp differential-drive, the bit-errorrate (BER) versus optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) performance is comparable to that of a commercial 40-Gb/s Lithium
Niobate modulator (single-drive) with similar driving voltage
amplitude. This establishes that the level of nonlinear distortion
found within our silicon TWMZ is minimal and should not be
an issue for utilization in communications systems.
Fig. 2. Comparison of simulated transmission line parameters. Coplanar
GS strip line parameters: g = 50μm, s = 50μm, and d = 5μm. Slow-wave
transmission line parameters: g = 30μm, s = 10μm, d = 6μm, w = 5μm,
p = 14μm and D = 100μm.

which allows for completely independent drive of both arms.
This is compatible with commonly used differential signaling
scheme and is potentially useful for advanced modulation formats such as quadrature-phase-shift-keying (QPSK).
Due to the combination of large inductance and capacitance
per unit length, the RF effective index is 6–7 in the device we
report. It is significantly larger than in a typical coplanar strip
transmission line designs, where the loaded device RF index is
close to the optical group index (3.5–4). We analyze the effect
of using periodical phase matching and experimentally demonstrate that using this technique the achieved bandwidth is within
a few percent of a continuously velocity-matched modulator.

II. DEVICE DESIGN AND FABRICATION
A. Slow-Wave Transmission Line Electrode
Slow-wave transmission line electrode [15], [16] refers to
ground-signal (GS) or ground-signal-ground coplanar strip
transmission lines loaded with periodic segmented lateral electrodes [see Fig. 1(a)–(b)]. The segmented lateral electrodes in
slow-wave transmission line restrict RF currents to flow only
in the continuous G and S strips that have much larger separation (D) thus providing higher inductance per unit length (Ltl ).
To build a traveling-wave modulator, sections of capacitive p-n
junction phase shifters are loaded in the gap d [see Fig. 1(b)].
Fig. 1(c) shows the distributed circuit model [19]: Ltl , Rtl and
Ctl are the unit length inductance, resistance and capacitance
respectively of the metal transmission line. Cpn and Rpn are the
p-n junction capacitance and series resistance (from the G and
S traces to the p-n junction) respectively.
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Fig. 4. (a) Simulated RF loss due to p-n junction series resistance R p n and
transmission line metal resistance R t l , red dashed line marks the 3-dB bandwidth location, and (b) Simulated EO bandwidth versus numbers of optical
delay loops, the green dashed line marks the 3-dB bandwidth of a continuously
velocity matched modulator that has the same RF loss.

Fig. 1(d) illustrates the cross-section of the p-n junction phase shifter used in our device with key dimensions
annotated. The device was fabricated at the Institute of Microelectronics, A*STAR, Singapore, through an OpSIS multiproject-wafer run [20]. The fabrication process enables monolithic integration of both modulators and photodetectors [21],
therefore it is straightforward to incorporate the designed
modulator in building larger systems. The phase shifter uses
striploaded ridge waveguide with a slab thickness of 90 nm
and ridge height of 220 nm. The p-n junction is formed at
the center of the waveguide by 5 × 1017 /cm3 p-dopants and
3 × 1017 /cm3 n-dopants. The intermediate p+ and n+ dopants
are on the level of 2 × 1018 /cm3 . They significantly decrease
the series resistance Rpn while maintaining low optical loss [6].
The junction capacitance Cpn is approximately 250 fF/mm at
0 V bias and the series resistance Rpn is 0.7 Ω·cm. We use
the top metal layer Metal2 for the G and S traces as well as
the segmented lateral electrode. This metal layer is thicker and
mostly on top of the oxide layer thus offers a lower resistance
and lower capacitance. The lower level metal Metal1 is used for
local connections to silicon.

B. Comparison to Coplanar Strip Transmission Line
To illustrate the key differences in RF characteristics between
coplanar strip transmission lines and slow-wave transmission
lines, we show the numerical analysis of a design case of each.
Coplanar strip transmission lines have been frequently used to
build traveling-wave modulators in silicon. We analyze the RF
design used in [6], with ground trace width g = 50 μm, signal
trace width s = 50 μm and GS gap d = 5 μm.
For slow-wave transmission line, we analyze the RF design
used in the modulator that we report here. Its geometric parameters are labeled in Fig. 1(b): ground trace width g = 30 μm,
signal trace width s = 10 μm, GS gap d = 6 μm, GS trace separation D = 100 μm, lateral electrode period p = 14 μm, and
lateral electrode width w = 5 μm. In addition to the structure
shown in Fig. 1(b), the actual modulator device has an additional
center G patch to isolate the two device arms (see Fig. 3), this
G patch is included in the simulation.

Fig. 5. (a) Optical spectra: device versus reference grating coupler (GC).
(b) π phase shift under 5.5 V voltage on each arm.

We used Ansoft HFSS for 3-D electromagnetism simulation
and extracted the RF line parameters (Rtl , Ltl and Ctl ) as shown
in Fig. 2. We further combine them with the junction parameters
Cpn and Rpn to calculate the loaded line RF effective index neﬀ
and impedance Z, also shown in Fig. 2. As it is evident from
Fig. 2, compared to the coplanar strip transmission line with
similar GS gap d, the slow-wave transmission line offers much
higher (2.5×) inductance per unit length while only have 25%
more capacitance, therefore effectively raises the device RF
impedance.
C. Device Configuration and Design Considerations
The fabricated Mach–Zehnder modulator with slow-wave
electrode is shown in Fig. 3. We include a wide center ground
patch to isolate the two device arms. Both signal traces are
connected to the cathode of the p-n junction on each arm of
the modulator, thus differential electrical signaling generates
differential phase on the device arms. GSGSG probes, visible
in the micrograph, were used for driving and providing 50 Ω
termination to the device in high-speed testing. In such a multiconductor structure, multiple RF modes exist: the desirable RF
mode exists between the S and side G trace that are directly
connected to the p-n junction phase shifter; in addition, the center G patch and the S traces also support so-called “slot-line”
mode. One way of suppressing cross-talk to and excitation of
such unwanted modes is through wire bond air bridges [22].
In our device, we implemented such lateral ground connections
(namely G-tie) in lower level metal (Metal1), as illustrated in
Fig. 3(b). We chose a device length of 3.5 mm, of which 3-mm
length is loaded with p-n junction phase shifters. The overall
device width is 620 μm. Simulation result suggests that at 0 V
bias on the p-n junction the device RF loss reaches 6.4 dB near
24 GHz, indicating the EO bandwidth could reach this number.
The periodicity of G-tie is approximately 300 μm. The device
in total has 12 G-tie regions.
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Fig. 6.
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EO and RF S-parameters at 0 and −1 V bias. (a) EO and RF S21. (b) RF S11.

In the previous section we compared the RF characteristics of
a coplanar strip transmission line and a slow-wave transmission
line. Besides the desirable increase in inductance and achievable
device impedance, there are two aspects in slow-wave transmission line that are worth careful considerations.
due
The first one is the higher Rtl . Fortunately, the RF loss √
to the metal conductor resistance Rtl scales with respect to f ,
whereas the RF loss due to the silicon resistance Rpn scales
with respect to f 2 [19]. Using the RF parameters from HFSS
simulation and equation (6) in [19], we show that in our device
near the 3-dB bandwidth Rtl loss is only 30% of the total RF
loss, as presented in Fig. 4(a). Therefore, even though the slowwave transmission line exhibits higher Rtl induced RF loss, it
is still far from a limiting factor for device EO bandwidth—RF
loss due to Rpn remains to be the dominating loss mechanism
at high frequency.
The other consideration is that neﬀ in the slow-wave electrode device is close to 6.5 (see Fig. 2), which is substantially
higher than the optical group index [23] in the silicon waveguide
(approximately 3.8). To address the strong velocity mismatch
between RF and optical waves, we break down the whole device
into sections and include an optical delay loop after each section to compensate for the faster optical wave, fully realigning its
phase to the RF wavefront. To calculate the device bandwidth
with respect to different numbers of optical delay loops (i.e.
numbers of sections) while maintaining the total device length
constant, we use the RF loss in Fig. 4(a) and the RF and optical
indices mentioned above to carried numerical simulations. We
further assume RF reflection is negligible and each optical delay
loop correctly compensates the phase walk-off in the section of
traveling-wave phase-shifter that precedes it. According to the
simulation result shown in Fig. 4(b), we divided the device into
11 sections and implemented ten optical delay loops such that

the device bandwidth is within 2% of a continuously perfectly
velocity match modulator. The optical delay loops are implemented in the G-tie regions that do not have p-n junction loading
to reuse space, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b).
III. MEASUREMENT AND DISCUSSION
A. Optical Spectra and DC Vπ
The device uses grating couplers (GCs) to couple light on
and off the chip. Routing waveguide of a few millimeter length
is used to connect the device input and output to the GCs. To
extract the device insertion loss we measured the optical spectra
of the device and a reference GC loop near the device, as shown
Fig. 5(a). The fringes in the device spectrum are due to 100 μm
intentional imbalance of the Mach–Zehnder arm lengths. This
allows convenient change of the modulator phase bias by tuning
the wavelength. In actual systems, balanced devices should be
used and the phase imbalance between the two arms can be
controlled through thermal tuning [6].
The total on-chip insertion loss of the device is measured to be
8.0 dB. According to further measurements of each component,
this insertion loss includes the following: 0.3 dB due to routing
waveguide between the device itself and the input and output
GCs, 0.9 dB due to the two Y-junctions, 3.6 dB due to the 3-mm
active phase shifter (with implantation design tradeoff discussed
in [24]), the remaining 3.2 dB is due to two layout issues in the
G-tie regions: (1) the Metal1 G-tie accidentally overlapped with
a long section of waveguide and 2) too abrupt waveguide tapers
were used between the optical delay loops and the striploaded
phase shifters. This 3.2 dB loss can be substantially reduced
by (1) switching to Metal2 for the part of G-tie that covers the
waveguide and (2) using striploaded waveguide in the optical
delay loops thus avoid tapers all together. As shown in [25],
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Fig. 7. (a) Experiment setup for BER and eye-diagram measurements (PPG:
pulse pattern generator, OSA: optical spectrum analyzer, VOA: variable optical
attenuator, ASE: amplified spontaneous emission). (b) BER versus OSNR.

striploaded waveguide can still maintain a similarly compact
bend radius. We then measured phase shift versus voltage on
both arms. Between −1 and 0 V the small-signal Vπ is on
average 7.8 V. A full π phase shift is achieved with 5.5 V
voltage differential drive, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
B. Small-Signal EO Bandwidth
We then characterized the small-signal EO bandwidth of
the device through S-parameter measurements using a vectornetwork-analyzer (VNA) and a 70-GHz bandwidth photodetector from u2t. The measurements were carried out using the probing configuration shown in Fig. 3(a), where a GSGSG probe was
used for driving and another GSGSG probe (with termination
resistors connected) was used for providing 50 Ω termination to
each device arm.
First, “single-ended” EO S-parameter measurement was carried out using an Agilent E8361C 2-port VNA. In this experiment one arm was driven and the unused arm was terminated
with 50 Ω at both ends. The result is shown in Fig. 6(a) in yellow
and green, for 0 and −1 V bias respectively. Secondly, we repeated the EO S-parameter measurement using true differentialmode excitation with an Agilent N5227A 4-port VNA, in which
the two device arms were driven by the VNA differentially. The
corresponding result is shown in Fig. 6(a) in blue and red dotted lines that almost completely overlap with the single-ended
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Fig. 8. Error-free (BER < 1e-12) 40 Gb/s eye diagrams taken during the
BER measurement: (a) Lithium Niobate modulator under 5.4 Vp p drive. (b) Si
TWMZ modulator under 4.8 Vp p differential drive. (c) Si TWMZ modulator
under 1.6 Vp p differential drive.

measurements. These two sets of EO bandwidth measurements
suggest that the device bandwidth is 21.5 GHz at 0 V bias and
27 GHz at −1 V bias. The smoothness of the EO S21 and
the similarity between single-ended and differential-mode S21
suggest that G-tie is effective in suppressing RF cross-talk and
multi-mode effects, and the two device arms are fully independent. This enables the device to be compatible with single-ended
and differential driving scheme, which are the most commonly
used in driving circuitries. Having two fully-independent arms
is also potentially useful for advanced modulation format such
as QPSK, where the two device arms carry uncorrelated data
patterns.
We further carried out calibrated RF S-parameter measurement, in which the termination probe was connected to a VNA
port to receive the RF “through” signal at the end of the device.
This experiment was taken on each individual arm, with the
unused arm terminated by 50 Ω. The measured RF S21 and S11
are shown in Fig. 6 for a direct comparison to the EO S21. We
observed a 6.4-dB bandwidth of 21 GHz at 0 V bias and 26 GHz
at −1 V bias. The importance of RF 6.4-dB bandwidth is that
if device EO bandwidth is only limited by RF attenuation, EO
3-dB bandwidth should coincide with RF 6.4-dB bandwidth [7],
[18].This is indeed the case as suggested by the EO S21. Thus
overall RF and optical velocities are indeed closely matched and
other detrimental RF effects such as strong RF reflections or RF
cross-talk effects do not exist in the device. The extracted RF
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index of the loaded slow-wave electrode is 6.1 near 25 GHz at 0
V bias, only a small deviation from the simulated value 6.5. We
note that the measured RF 6.4-dB bandwidth at 0 V bias is 21
GHz, slightly lower than the simulated value 24 GHz (see Section II-C.). This is attributed to the high metal-to-silicon contact
resistance on p++ silicon, which was measured in separate test
structures to be 5–10 kΩ·μm2 depending on via sizes. This corresponds to a 0.1–0.2 Ω· cm increase in Rpn that explains this
slight bandwidth degradation.
C. Data Transmission Measurements
EO S-parameters characterize device bandwidth in smallsignal regime and provide useful information validating device
design and modeling accuracy. The large-signal dynamic performance of the device in actual high-speed data transmission
was evaluated by BER versus OSNR measurement described in
this section. The experiment setup is shown in Fig. 7(a). Nonreturn-to-zero pseudo-random-bit-stream with 231 − 1 pattern
at 10 Gb/s was generated by an Anritsu pulse pattern generator (PPG) and then four-way split and delayed before being
multiplexed into a 40 Gb/s using an SHF 24210A module. The
differential 40 Gb/s output was amplified by a pair of Centellax OA4MVM3 driver amplifiers, then attenuated to the desired
amplitude by passive attenuators. The pair of driving signal was
applied to the device through a pair of high-speed bias-tee and
a 65 GHz GSGSG probe. The device probing and termination
configuration were the same as in the S-parameter measurements. A tunable laser was used as the input light to the device
and its wavelength was chosen to set the device near quadrature
(−3 dB point). The modulated light was combined with tunable
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise loading that varied the OSNR in the experiments and then passed through an
erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). The output optical signal
was split into two branches and fed into an optical spectrum
analyzer (OSA) for OSNR monitoring and a u2t DPRV 2022A
receiver (ac coupled, −10 dBm sensitivity) with differential
outputs. During the experiments the optical modulation amplitude into the receiver was maintained to be near 0 dBm, well
above its sensitivity. One of the receiver output was connected
to an Agilent 86100B digital communication analyzer (DCA)
for eye-diagram viewing. The other output was connected to
an SHF 34210A 1:4 demultiplexer followed by an SHF 58210A
selector. The demultiplexed and selected tributary was sent to an
Anritsu MU181040A error-detector for BER test. The reported
BER is an average from all four tributaries.
We carried out the BER versus OSNR measurement on the
silicon TWMZ modulator and a commercial Lithium Niobate
40-Gb/s modulator that has 5.9 Vπ for comparison. The Lithium
Niobate modulator is a single-drive component and is driven
with 5.4 Vpp , which was the maximal available drive voltage
from the driver amplifier due to limited output voltage from the
multiplexer. The silicon TWMZ modulator was tested with two
different driving configurations: 4.8 Vpp drive on each arm with
3 V reverse bias and 1.6 Vpp drive on each arm with 1.5 V
reverse bias. Because the receiver is ac coupled, an extinction
ratio (ER) measurement was not readily available on the DCA.

Fig. 9. Si TWMZ extinction measurement: (a) 12.4 dB extinction at 28 Gb/s
and (b) 10 dB extinction at 40 Gb/s.

We measured the conversion gain of the receiver under various
power levels and recorded the average power into the receiver in
the each experiment. Based on these measurements, we calculated that ER is 6–7 dB in the measurement of Lithium Niobate
modulator and in the measurement of silicon TWMZ modulator
with 4.8 Vpp drive. The low ER (6–7 dB) is likely caused by
the gain compression of the EDFA and photo-receiver used in
the experiments. A separate measurement using a DC-coupled
optical module in the DCA and without the EDFA yielded approximately 10 dB ER at 40 Gb/s (see Fig. 9). The ER is approximately 4 dB in the measurement of silicon TWMZ modulator
with 1.6 Vpp drive. As the results in Fig. 7(b) suggest, the silicon
TWMZ shows negligible OSNR penalty compared to Lithium
Niobate modulator when driven with 4.8 Vpp . This establishes
that the level of nonlinear distortion found within our silicon
TWMZ is minimal and should not be an issue for utilization in
communications systems [26]. The silicon TWMZ shows approximately 2 dB OSNR-penalty when driven with 1.6 Vpp .
compared to the 4.8 Vpp drive and Lithium Niobate. Error-free
(BER < 1e-12) eye diagrams of the Lithium Niobate modulator and the silicon TWMZ modulator under different driving
voltages are shown in Fig. 8.
IV. CONCLUSION
We demonstrate slow-wave electrode based design as a viable approach for realizing high-speed silicon traveling-wave
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modulators. As more advanced low Vπ L junctions are employed
in silicon modulators, slow-wave electrodes offer a promising
way to drive such highly capacitive junctions at 50 Ω. We experimented periodical phase matching and showed that the EO
3-dB bandwidth closely tracked RF 6.4-dB bandwidth, indicating the RF and optical velocities overall are well matched
despite their strong intrinsic mismatch within each individual
section. RF cross-talk issue is addressed in our design. SingleRF-mode operation is achieved and the two device arms are
fully independent, making the device compatible with differential signaling and uncorrelated signaling on the two device
arms typically used in advanced modulation formats, such as
QPSK. The device achieves full extinction with 5.5 V voltage
on each arm and shows an EO bandwidth of 27 GHz under 1 V
reverse bias. At 40 Gb/s, when driving the device with 4.8 Vpp
on each arm, the BER versus OSNR performance of the device
is comparable to that of a commercial 40 Gb/s Lithium Niobate
modulator with 5.4 Vpp single-drive.
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